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FEBRUARY 1993
IRISH BUILDING SERVICES NEWS
Professionals Must Support
Product Suppliers Initiative
simply doesn't apply in this
instance... building clients and
the ultimate end users get far
more than they pay for. It has
got to stop.
Davies of Fairview
As we went to press Davies of Fairview hosted a large-scale
presentation to contractors and consultants over a 2-day
programme held at The Engineers' Club in Dublin's Ballsbridge.
Declan O'Donnell, assisted by Gerry Tobin and with support from
the IDHE, Bord Gais and representatives from some of their key
principals, hosted an evening session on Thursday, 25 February
and a lunch come afternoon session on the following day.
In addition to product information, Declan O'Donnell also outlined
Davies' policy for 1993 covering market strategy, service
guarantee, quality assurance and promotions.
There will be a full report in the March issue of BSNews.
The Minister for Energy, Transport & Communications, Mr Brian Cowan,
TO, and Cormac Walsh, Managing Director, Standard Control Systems
Ltd, pictured outside SCS's new premises in Leixlip earlier this month.
Minister Cowan performed the official opening of the new offices and then
attended the celebratory function held in the nearby Hermitage Golf Club.
Since it was established in 1984, SCS has captured a "ignificant share of
the energy management and control systems market. See also page 2.
Pensotti For
Heatequip
Since their appointment
(effective January 1993) as
di tributors for Pensotti,
Heatequip have made significant
inroads with the brand.
The range of applications is
extensive, covering oil, gas and
LPG requirements. Capacities
start at 70,000 Btu and rise to 2.2
million Btu for oil and 900,000
Btu for gas.
Many of the features available as
extras with other brands are fitted
as standard with Pensotti.
In doing so they are raising the
overall quality levels of the
building services industry as a
whole and going some way
towards stemming margin
erosion which is nothing more
than a self-destruct policy.
It is now up to the other sectional
interests within the building
services chain - be they
architects, consultants or
contractors - to respond in a
positive manner to this initiative.
They are the ones dealing
directly with the client. As such,
it is their re ponsibility to put a
proper premium on the quality of
service provided. The old adage
that "you get what you pay for"
Nonetheless, the product supply
sector has come in for most stick
in this respect yet, it is pressure
from other sectional interests
within the industry which has
played one supplier off against
another. The process has been
going on now in earnest for
about 12 months but it is just
lately that the full consequences
are becoming apparent. Those
who were forced to capitulate on
margin are now reaping a grim
harvest
reality is that such a turn of
events was inevitable.
However, judging from recent
events, product suppliers appear
to have had enough and are
attempting at least to break the
downward price cycle.They are
doing thi by stressing quality,
and especially quality of service
as opposed to product quality.
Moreover, they are investing
heavily in their endeavours to
deliver.to this new and exacting
criteria.
While the general economicsituation has deteriorated
still further since last month, it's
lraging to see that the
but Cling services industry has
risen to the challenge posed by
these trying times.
Rather than sit on their laurels,
quite a number of firms have
devised new and more aggressive
marketing/sales strategies aimed
at maximising their resources
with the intention of securing
what business they can and
safeguarding their long-term
futures.
Even more encouraging still is
that, for the most part, their
efforts avoid the price-led
solution which has so decimated
other industry sectors.
l' is no denying the
ilr rtance price plays in today's
marketplace and margins have
undoubtedly fallen significantly,
especially in recent months. It's
easy to point an accusing finger
at sectional interests but, the
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"OUR PUMPS ARE GREAT
AND IT'S ALL THANKS TO YOU."
Since their launch, the new SMC-SD central healing
pumps fmm Myson have aUraeted nothing but praise.
And it's all thanks Lo you - Lo ~II the installers who
spoke up and Lold us exactly what they wanted from
a pump.
We promised \'~e'd lisLen and we did. \\e buillyour
ideas in, developing pumps thaL are not just far more
reliable, buL easier to install and maintain, e"en in the
lightest work space. And thaL means far more eost
effeclive use of your Lime.
Kitemark approved to 8S1391, they're designed
to last, with improved bearings and dynamically
balanced rotors for longer, trouble-free life.
They're the only sLandard domesLic pumps on the
markeL Lo offer a choice of infinitely variable hydraulic
flow regulaLion or simple switched speed conLrol.
And they're manufactured Lo a most tringent
quality control ystem, approved to BS5750, where
every single pump is checked at every stage.
\'\. e kept our promi e - every new SMC-SD pump
now incorporaLes your experience, parL of our
Research and Product Development programme to
add improvements and introduce innovation.
It's found throughout our unrivalled range of
leading name healing products designed for any
application large or small. And behind every pmducL
is an organisation commiUed to giving you first class,
comprehensive service.
The new Myson SMC-SD range from PoLlerton
Myson - experience always tells.
~
POTTERTON MYSON
PART OF BLUE CIRCLE
WE MEA
FOR FURTIi.ER INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT SALES OFFICE,
MYSON IRL LTD, PARKMORE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, LONGMILE ROAD, DUBLIN 12, TEL: 01 509075. FAX: 01 553629
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Where's What At The ISH '93
The 17th ISH - International Trade Fair Sanitation, Heating, Air
Conditioning - will be held on a total of 21 floors in all 10
exhibition halls of Frankfurt Fair and Exhibition Centre. The 1,800
exhibitors from around 30 countries will occupy some 226,000 sq
m of exhibition space, i e 20,000 sq m more than at the previous
event in 1991. The compact and logical product group
classification ensures a high level of transparency and short
distances for visitors to cover.
Heating Engineering
Hall 1.2: Tiled stoves and air-heating systems; Hall 8.0: Heating
engineering, boilers, burners, radiators; Hall 9.0: Heating
engineering, water heaters, heat pumps, accessories for heating
systems; Hall 9.1: Heating engineering, pumps data processing;
Hall 10.0: Heating engineering; open-air area (west): Heating
engineering.
Sanitation Engineering
HALL 1.1: Swimming pools, sauna and water engineering; Hall
2.0: Sanitation engineering; Hall 2.0: Sanitation engineering; Hall
3.0: Bathtubs and shower trays, shower stalls and facilities; Hall
3.1: Bathtubs and shower trays, shower stalls and facilities; Hall
4.0: 'behind the wall' - installations, prefabricated sanitary units,
fittings; Hall 4.1: Fittings, bathroom furnishings; Hall 4.2:
Bathroom furniture, bathroom equipment, kitchens and kitchen
equipment, fittings; Hall 7.0: Sanitation engineering; Open-air area:
Sanitation engineering.
Air-conditioning and Ventilation Engineering
Hall 5.0: Air-conditioning and ventilation engineering; Hall 5.1:
Air-conditioning and ventilation engineering; Hall 6.2: Air-
conditioning and ventilation engineering.
Tools etc
Hall 6.0: pipes and accessories, plumbing techniques; Hall 6.1:
pipes and accessories, heating engineering; Hall 6.3: Workshop
equipment, tools, pipe accessories, plumbing techniques.
Measuring, testing etc
Hall 10.0: Measuring, testing and heating engineering; Hall 10.1:
Fitting and components for heating engineering/recording heat
consumption; Hall 10.2: Control engineering and building services
automation.
2 BSNews. February 1993
Minister
Opens New
ses Premises
On Thursday the 18 February last
the minister for energy,
communications and transport
officially opened Standard
Control System's new offices at
main street, Leixlip, close to
Intel's new European
headquarters. A reception was
hosted immediately afterwards at
the nearby Hermitage Golf Club,
Lucan.
Standard Control Systems (SCS)
is now one of the leading
companies in Ireland for energy
and building management control
ystems and currently employ
19 full-time staff, excluding sub-
contractors and part-time
personnel.
Advanced computerised control
systems were introduced to
Ireland by SCS in the early
eighties for the purposes of
monitoring and controlling
soaring energy costs.
I In the 1990s' most responsible
I companies now implement some
form of energy management.
SCS install microprocessor
systems (commonly know as
intelligent control systems)
which operate on a distributed
network through which they
closely control and report on all
major energy-using plant
throughout a building. The
buildings where these devices are
installed are now commonly
Left: The directors and staff of
Standard Control Systems
pictured with the Minister for
Energy, Transport &
Communications, Mr Brian Cowan,
TO, at the reception in Hermitage
Golf Club held to mark the
opening of SCS's new premises in
Leixlip.
referred to as intelligent
buildings.
One of the main advantages of
the systems is that all
information for maintenance,
such as plant running times,
breakdown alarms, start/stop
times, gas, oil, and electricity
meters may be viewed and, if
necessary, adjusted from one
central PC located anywhere in
the building or from a remote
location via a telephone link.
Standard Control Systems
currently monitors through the
telephone system over 20
energy-management sites aroe
the country for their client .
Energy and building
management systems are
responsible for substantial
savings across a wide sector of
industry and businesses. These
savings are well documented in a
variety of case studies. SCS has
over 200 such systems installed
and operating across Ireland in
such diverse places as, Dublin
Airport, St Stephen's Green
Shopping Centre, IntelIreland,
Coca Cola, DCC, Dublin
Corporation, the ESB, several
pharmaceutical plants and in
many schools and offices
throughout the country.
Standard Control Systems are
sole and exclusive distributors
for Trend Control System in
Ireland. Trend are recognised
worldwide as being the leader in
the field of advanced control
systems for energy management
and conservation.
Standard Control Systems are
also sole agents in Ireland for
Johnson Control Sy tems.
On the occasion of their official
opening in Leixlip SCS will also
announce the launch of a number
of innovative new products to the
Irish market from Trend.
The company's manufacturing
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If it has to be air
or radiation....
If air- or radiant heating
has to be applied;
with the right heaters in
combination with the right
temperature control of Mark
you're always assured
of:
I the right system for
every application
I low temperature gradient
I sufficient capacity
I first rate advice
I many years of practical
experience
I excellent service
Mark GS/GC Mark Tanner Mark Eco-fan Mark Fan-coil Mark Infra Mark Infra HT-S Mark Infra
Quartz
Mark Infra Aqua
Dublin Officer: Phone/Fax: 01-2839156 Mark EIRE BV Coolea Macroom Co. Cork, Eire
phone 026-45334 fax 026-45383 1.5.11S0 9000fEN 29000QUALITY SYSTEM
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Cormac Walsh demonstrating for the Minister how SCS can access over
200 sites in Ireland via the telephone with their building energy
management systems supervisor from their new premises in Leixlip.
Thermie to Exhibit at Hannover
Messe 1993
The Directorate-General for Energy of the Commission of the
European Communities will have a major stand at this year's
"Hannover Messe '93", 21-28 April, 1993. The stand will feature
Thennie, the European Community's programme for the
promotion of energy technology in Europe.
Running for five years (1990/1994) with EC fmancing of around
150 million ECD each year, Thennie is a key instrument to
promote widespread adoption of European energy technologies by
way of the following:-
_ new approaches to optimise energy effIciency;
- greater use of renewable energies;
_ more effIcient and cleaner ways of using coal and other solid
fuels;
_ better exploitation of the EC's oil and gas resources.
Visitors to the stand will see a range of models highlighting key
energy technology projects supported by the community and will
be able to learn at first hand how Thermie disseminates
infonnation and fosters industrial co-operation through its network
of organisations for the promotion of energy technology (OPET).
Landis &Gyr's RWS270 central heating programmer from ASS.
questions and answers session,
also had the opportunity to view
the product range fIrst hand. In
addition to Fingal's own sales
and technical representatives,
senior personnel from Biklim
were also present.
Food and beverages were served
throughout the evening which
concluded with entertainment in
the form of a Karaoke, some
participants excelling themse
with some others, perhaps, not
doing to well! All in all the mix
of business and fun proved a
successful fonnula which went
down equally well with a similar
audience of contractors and
con ultants in the Imperial in
Cork (in association with Jim
O'Connell) a few days later.
With a claimed effIciency of
92% and conformance with all
European Standards, including
DIN, the success of the boiler has
already been proven throughout
Europe with over 250,000
installations to date. A number
of key projects have also been
won in Ireland, one of the Jatest
Each model has an uncluttered
and permanently-illuminated
di play which makes them
applicable even when installed
in dimly-lit areas such as airing
cupboards. Programme
selection is via sliders rather
than buttons, enabling the
operating mode to be seen at a
glance.
No, Fingal Heat Ltd has not
directly invested £20 million in it
business of late. Nonetheless,
the company is reaping the full
benefIts of that investment by
way of its association with
Biklim, said to be the world's
largest manufacturer of domestic
boilers.
The £20 million investment
referred to is the design and
development costs of the newly-
launched Vetta Series FF fan-
assisted gas wall boilers. Fingal
has upplied a number of the
marketplace over last few
months but, at a major reception
in the Regency Hotel in Dublin
earlier this month, a full-scale
launch of the product took place.
In attendance were over 200
contractors and consultants who,
apart from the technical
presentation and informative
Fingal Heat
Unveil Might of
£20 Million
Investment
Both units have full 7-day
programming capability,
enabling users to set different
on/off periods for each day of
the week. Programming is very
traightforward and, if required,
successive days can be given the
same heating schedule without
having to re-enter all the on/off
times.
RWB270, have been added to
Landis & Gyr's RWBlOO/200
series of electronic programmers
and timeswitches from ABB.
The RWB170 is a 7-day single-
channel timeswitch suitable for
use with combination boilers,
while the RWB270 is a two-
channel 7-day programmer for
controlling hot water and heating
in most standard types of central
heating system. It replaces the
Microgyr RWB20 programmer,
one of the fIrst generation
electronic programmers.
Central Heating
Controllers
Two new central heating
controllers, the RWB 170 and
unit is based in Clondalkin.
There the electronic components
are sourced and built into control
panels with Trend and Johnson
equipment. These control
system packages are then
dispatched to projects around the
country where they become the
brain of intelligent buildings.
4 BSNews. February 1993 6
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Heatequip ~td.
'n GasName \
Llottest
"the r 1
Suppliers of full range of
"POTTERTON MYSON
PART OF BLUE CIRCLE
Boilers.
Pensotti Boilers are available in floor standing
units for both gas and oil.
The oil boiler range is from 70,000 Btu to
2.1 million.
The gas boiler range is available for both Natural
and LPG gas with a range from 70,000 Btu's to
900,000 Btu's.
AND RECENTLY APPOINTED
SOLE AGENTS FOR
® certificate numberH 22,105
Heatequip Limited,
Eurohaul Centre, Greenhills Rd., Tallaght, Dublin 24.
Telephone: 519711. Fax: 519064.
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Detail showing the Mark installation at TR Motors, Harolds' Cross.
-
....;'t----------- 1.\ the securing of orders to provideequipment on such prestigious
projects as Quartz Ireland,
Tallaght; Sagami, Bray;
Mitsubishi Headquarters,
Ballymount; TR Motors,
Mercedes Garage, Harolds
Cross; EP Mooney's New
Garage, Long Mile Road; and
Harcourt Centre (old Railway)
new Discotheque.
Equipment has varied from direct
gas-fired air handling units to
conventional type unit air heaters
and, in the garages, the new
Mark sealed combustion chamber
flue fan-assisted unit air heate
Mark Eire view the gas and 0
fired sector of the H & V
industry as an expanding and
growing area of their business.
Indeed, to this end they have
recently added a new 2000 sq m
extension onto their existing
factory in Coolea, West Cork.
Over the coming months, Mark
Eire plan to hold a number of
road shows where they will be
demonstrating and displaying
their range of products in various
locations throughout the country.
Should you require catalogues or
technical information, Mark
Eires' Sales Office in Dublin n
be contacted directly. Phon
fax 01-2839156, where Maurice
Byrne is on hand to offer advice
and assistance in relation to the
entire Mark range which consists
of the following: - Gas-fired unit
air heaters; Gas and oil fired
cabinet heaters; ECO-fans for
de tratification; LPHW unit air
heaters; Radiant plaque and tube
heaters; Direct gas-fired make up
air heaters; Air handling units;
Process burners; and Pipe
bending machines.
Details of all the above will be
readily available at each stop on
the nationwide roadshow,
information on which is also
available from Maurice Byrne.
ventilation equipment have been
concentrating their attentions on
the Dublin area over the last 10
months. These efforts have
yielded considerable results with
Vetta AR Model FF....from Fingal Heat. 1 - Back plate; 2 - Expansion
tank; 3 - Connection pipe manifold to expansion tank; 4 - Valved
manifaold supporting bracket; 5 - Valve manifold; 6 - Natural gas
pressure gauge or LPG substitutive extension (invisible); 7 - Control
panel; 8 - Electric box with electric circuit; 9 - power and heating
selector switch; 10 - Gas fl ue.
Mark Eire BV manufacturers of
gas and oil fired heating and
Catch the Mark
'Roadshow'
being the Ivy Trust complex in
The Coombe in Dublin which
involves 150 units.
A compact boiler with only 40cm
frontal width, the Vetta AR in the
FF version is especially suitable
for replacement situations. It is
equipped with high-technology
electronic systems which control
and regulate the main functions
and incorporates design features
developed specifically to make
installation and maintenance easy.
Interclima '93
Nineteen ninety three marks a
historic turning point for
IntercJjma, the 13th International
Heating, Cooling and Air
Conditioning Exhibition, which
will take place from 9 to 13
November 1993.
For the first time, IntercJjma will
be held at the Parc des
Expositions de Paris-Nord
Villepinte, with an increase in
stand space to 38,000 compared
with 32,000 at the 1991 event.
Today, one year before the
exhibition opens, stand space
reserved at Interclima 93 has
already exceeded the space
finally reserved at the 1991
Interclima exhibition.
In response, the organisers have
further improved the layout of
the exhibition on the Parc des
Expositions site. Initially,
36,000 sq m were planned but,
by redistributing the lnterclima
sectors in Halls 1,2,3 and 4 at
Villepinte, the available space for
Interclima has been increased to
38,000 sq m.
In particular, stand space
requests have risen sharply in the
following sectors: pumps, taps,
cocks and fitting (+34.3%); air
conditioning (+29.7%); cooling
(+19.3%); tools (+19.3%);
regulation (+16.8%); heating
(+13.3%); hot water, sanitary
units (+5.2%)
6 BSNews, February 1993
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Carrier's latest portable refrigerant management system, Vaporimizer
2000. Available from Walker Air Conditioning.
Prediction of temperature
Gradients
small hotel or where there is
high hot water demand and little
storage space available. Some
models may also be operated on
LPG for example, Calor, Gas.
Using the Beeston WH, a
plentiful supply of hot water is
always available and it can
adapted to provide space heating
by using the flow and return
tappings, usually plugged at the
rear of the unit.
Beeston have also introduced the
Uranus Plate and Frame Heat
Exchangers. These have a wide
variety of applications but are
particularly suitable for use in
hospitals as waste water can be
processed - eg from laundry
areas - with heat recovered to be
used elsewhere in the plant.
Changing the plate material
allows the exchanger to be used
in specialised applications.
Another water heating product is
the HR Calorifier, which is
suitable for use wherever large
quantities of hot water are
required. It features the 'tank-
within-a-tank' design and can be
used individually or in batteries.
Mel Stewardson added "The
company now has an extensive
product range, covering most
heating requirements. The boiler
family features condensing and
non-condensing boilers, all
capable of operating at high
efficiencies and with various
features including built-in
controls, and flat pack delivery to
sites where access is difficult.
"We believe that our products
have a very good future in the
Irish market place and the growth
of sales to date would underline
that belief. To that end, with
Eurogas, we are concentrating on
providing the best possible
service and the best possible
product- which is a general
reflection of our overall
philo ophy ofTotal Quality".
BSNews. February 1993 7
supplies up to 1750 litres of
water per hour. Operating from
30kW to 95kW, the Beeston WH
features a stainless steel annular
heat exchanger which permits
expansion and contraction to
prevent lime build-up.
Mel Steward on, Commercial
Director at Beeston explained:
"It is designed for use principally
for the production of secondary
hot water in both large domestic
and commercial premises".
There are seven models in the
range, all prewired for
installation and ready for use at
point of use. The Beeston WH is
particularly suitable for in
student accommodation, hostels,
and tourist accommodation -
A new technical note from the Microclimate Centre at BSRIA is
based on the fmdings of an industry sponsored project "the
prediction of temperature gradients in large buildings". The results
of numerical modelling techniques using computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) in performance analysis of various design
methods for reducing destratification are shown.
Two stages were undertaken, the first modelling of existing
buildings for which data was available and, secondly, modelling of
different destratification systems in a "standard" building.
It is the design information from this work that this latest technical
note, TN5/92, addresses.
commercial boilers ever from
Ireland to the UK.
Beeston Heating manufacture a
wide range of industrial and
commercial heating products
including a complete family of
boilers for gas and oil firing as
well a gas condensing models.
The latest product line, which
will now be available throughout
Ireland via Eurogas - is the range
of water heating equipment,
which includes the Beeston WHo
The Beeston WH is an efficient
direct fired water heater which
can also be used as a small heating
centre in certain applications.
The design of the heater
practically eliminates lime
build-up and overheating and
The latest refrigerant
management system produced by
Carrier - and available from
Walker Air Conditioning - is
smaller and lighter than most
other portable ystems, making it
much easier to use in confined
spaces such as machine rooms
with poor access or on rooftops
and in basements.
The Carrier Vapormizer 2000
RMS can be used with any
manufacturer's low pressure
chiller, using RII or R113, to
imise CFC emissions and
conserve existing supplies of
refrigerant.
The Vapormizer can be handled
by one per on and fits through a
narrow doorway. Its
performance is also said to be
faster than other equipment.
Liquid refrigerant can be
removed at a rate of 16-
18kgs/minute, while vapour can
be removed at 32kgs/hour. The
system uses 36 kilo tanks with a
capacity of 440lbs of RII (90%
full). These tanks can be
purchased and stored by
customers themselves.
Smaller, Lighter,
Portable RMS
Beeston Launch
New Range for
Irish Market
Beeston Heating the UK based
industrial and commercial
heating specialists, have
announced a major increase in
sales to the Irish republic - and
the company will now launch
their water heating range here via
their agents, Eurogas.
Eurogas, based in Bray, were
appointed by Beeston Heating
three years ago and in that time
have achieved a major increase
in sales - culminating recently in
one of the biggest order for
9
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Ray Broughan, Sales Engineer, Grundfos (Ireland) with Jim Murray,
contractor, Douglas, Cork and Phillip Grey, Stores Manager,
Heatmerchants, Cork.
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50 Yeas A-Plumbing
Congratulations to loe O'Sullivan ofTipperary. loe recently
celebrated 50 year as a heating and plumbing contractor with a
party at the Aherlow House Hotel which was attended by
colleagues, suppliers and friends. The party was thrown as a
surpri e as Joe is not the type to blow his own trumpet.
A native of Cahir, loe left the town in 1943 to join his uncle in
Athy, Co Kildare to serve his apprenticeship. Some years later he
moved back to Tipperary and joined McGregors as a plumber
before moving on to Waterford with lacob Bros. However, he
retumejd 10 Tipperaty town some lime later and openejd his own
plumbing supplies shop at Bank Place, out of which he also runs
two mobile plumbing service teams.
loe regard the business of today as a reasdonably comfortable
trade 10 be involved in, having begun his career hauling his tools on
Ihe carrier of a bike, sometimes maybe 20 mile a day to and from a
job. He might also have had to carry ome pipework and a ladder!
He ha been part of all the changes the indu try has undergone over
the last half-century and in that time trained more than 40
apprentices, all of whom are now working uccessfulIy within the
bu ine .
BSNews joins with the industry in congratulating loe on hi long
contribution to the business and in extending our best wishe for
continued success in the future.
This will take place next month
with the detail being published
in the following i sue of
BS ews.
Building Design Competition
The Junior Chamber Dublin Interact '93 International Building
De ign Student Competition was launched by Alderman
Carmencita Hederrnan on Monday, 22 February 1993, at the
Dublin Institute of Technology, Bolton Street.
The competition, held at an international level for the fir t time,
how student architects, engineers and quantity urveyor how
their di ciplines interact with other from the con truclion
indu try.
Dublin tudent are to design and co t an International Student
Hou e, complete with accommodation and meeting area, for a
vacant ite adjacent to Heu ton Station. The Dublin competition
will rune for a period of ix week and entrie will be judged by
both academic and profe ional people from the construction
indu try.
The competition has been running very ucce fully for the la t
three year in Gla gow. Thi year the competition is greatly
expanded and there will be area final in Dublin, Glasgow,
Nuremberg, Rostov-on-Don and Turin.
Area winners will compete in the international final in Glasgow on
the 13 May 1993.
Copies of the building brief are available on reque t from Junior
Chamber, Dublin.
Jimmy Butler, Swords Plumbing Supplies with Gerry O'Reilly, contractor,
Malahide, Co Dublin and Ray Broughan, Sales Engineer, Grundfos
(Ireland).
They, along with all other "Win
With Grundfos" competition
entrant , are eligile to take part in
the grand final which carrie a
first prize of a £1000 holiday.began.
Monthly prizes to date have
included a stereo sy tern, colour
TV and a camcorder with
additional "spot" prize being
made available on a regular ba i
since the promotion fir I began at
the tart of the heating sea on in
October 1992.
The accompanying photograph
how a number of the mo t
recent winners.
The current "Win Wlth
Grundfo " promotion i proving
e pecially popular within Ihe
indu try, both merchants and
contractors actively participating
every month ince the campaign
Win With
Grundfos and
Get Away
From It All
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TRADE NEWS
Crane Fluid Systems
Acquires Perflow
Instruments
Valve, pipe fittings and pumps manufacturer Crane Lld ha
acquired Perflow In truments Ltd.
Perflow manufacture a wide range of liquid column and
digital/microprocessor manometers, flowmeter and associated
equipment for an extensive range of industries, including building
services.
Perflow will trade a Crane-Perflow and be managed by its current
Managing Director and co-founder, Terry Gluck, as a closely co-
ordinated but eperate entity from Crane Ltd.
Crane' Managing Director, John Austin, commented: "Perflow's
duct range complement that of Crane Lld's valve range. This is
icularly so in the flow mea urement and regulation field where
Perflow ha for many year, upplied Crane with component for
its balancing valves range.
"This acqui ition further extend Crane's experti e in the field of
flow mea urement and control while giving Perflow the
opportunity to expand its products and market through access to
the Crane development, sales, marketing and manufacturing
resources and experti e".
John Austin, Managing Director, Crane (left) with Terry Gluck,
Perflow Managing Director, pictured following the acquisition of
Perflow Instruments Ltd by Crane.
~ CONTROL SYSTEMS LIMITED
CONGRATULATE THEIR EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTOR IN IRELAND
Standar-d £<ntrcl S,,-stel11S
SpeCialists In Control and Energy Management Systems
ON THE OPENING OF THEIR NEW HEAD-OFFICE IN LEIXLlP.
~ ARE PROUD TO BE ASSOCIATED WITH THE ONGOING
SUCCESS OF Standar-d &ntr£1 S¥§fem§ IN THE
FIELD OF INTELLIGENT BUILDING CONTROLS AND ADVANCED
ENERGY MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS IN IRELAND.
\t.anda..-(I fA nln::. §ysfems
STANDARD HOUSE, MAIN STREET, LEIXLlP, CO. KILDARE.
TEL: (01) 6246100. FAX: (01) 624 6105
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Operation and Maintenance Manuals - Part 3
Drawing your own Conclusion
Over the past two months
we have covered the layout
and ideal method of
producing Operation and
Maintenance Manuals. This
issue deals with production
of Record Drawings, new
recommendations and the
ideal "As Built", writes Liam
Hinch of Swan
Environmental
Developments".
There are many authorities whichrecommend the content of record drawings,i.e. BS4884, BlSRIA T 1/84 & T 1/ and
EEC Directives L.183. All of the aforementioned
give general details as to what should be present
on a record drawing or final documentation.
However, the exact record drawing is still
undefined and much the matter of personal likes
and dislikes of the client or consultant.
Before commencing the production of record
drawings it is most important to prepare and
obtain approval of a plant/a set register giving
individual ID references to each item of
equipment. It is recommended to define the
reference in the following manner - location,
services and item no.
By allocating the above numbering system to plant
items, the client receive a chedule which
identifies at a glance all items of plant. This
method of referencing is also the building block
for all maintenance ystems (see April issue of
BSNews).
Upon approval of asset register, the record
drawings are advanced by firstly producing system
schematics showing correct plant references (note:
10 BSNews, February 1993
where system chematics are incorrect liability for
injury caused through further works may be the
responsibility of the in tailing contractor).
Only when the above is completed and approved
should record drawing production commence. To
make this procedure more efficient and defined,
we have laid out a simple schedule or check list of
requirements (see below).
Schedule of Record Drawing
Procedures
(I) All title blocks must contain note - "Record
Drawing", lOmm high;
(2) All con truction and revision notes must be
removed from legend and title block;
(3)All construction dimensions and notes must be
removed from drawing;
(4)All under-ground or buried services must show
accurate setting out diminutions and detail
(sketch) of method of burial;
(5) The title block must show contractors name,
address;
(6) The record drawing of an M&E contractor
must also show an accurate representation of the
structure;
(7) The record drawing numbering system hould
differ from that of the construction in order to
eliminate confusion. There should also be no
revision reference shown;
(8) All record drawings mu t be referenced to all
other connecting drawings, ie show match lines of
connecting drawing and note drawing number of
rising and dropping services.
The above schedule is an amalgamation of many
different regulations. However, they are not
limited as county managers, consultants, and
client have differing requirements.
We have dealt in this issue with the final drawing.
Next month we shall look at the Record Drawing
on CAD.
-
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'We Are One'
Agreat deal has happenedover the last six months inrelation to the Potterton
and Myson brands. This, in turn,
led to a great many questions
being asked, by the industry at
large, especially concerning the
future distribution and after-sales
service arrangements for the
product ranges involved.
However, at a lavish reception in
Dublin's Berkeley court Hotel
recently, all was revealed. The
theme for the night was "we are
one' which, apart from referring to
the new company name Potterton
Myson (Irl) Ltd, also related to the
fact that the combined strength of
both brands is by far the most
dominant in the boiler sector.
Additionally, the No" 1 declaration
alludes to the company's ultimate
objective which is to be the largest
supplier to the entire Irish building
services industry.
Professional Presentation
The presentation at the Berkeley
Court Hotel was unquestionably
the most professional the industry
has seen for years.
Sean Hanratty, Ciaran McDermott
and the other Potterton Myson
personnel present did themselves
proud, not only in getting the
business message across, but also
by the generous manner in which
they hosted the entire evening.
The following are same brief
extracts from the addresses given
by Hanratty and McDermott, the
sections in question being chosen
because of their direct relevance
for our readers.
Sean Hanratty
"Now you know that our theme
tonight is 'we are one' and this
means that we are - and we aim
to remain - number one: first in
products, first in service, first in
training ... in fact, to be number one
in customer care.
Sean Hanratty, Managing Director.
It has been said that in
todays business world,
'victory will not go to
the large, but to the
fleet of foot'. That is
why the Potterton and
Myson merger is
working
"There are a number of critical
areas for me to talk about so, in
this short presentation, I am going
to cover our:-
- New distribution strategy;
- Our new investment in
resources;
- Our new training initiative;
- Our new approach to customer
service.
"Lets look at the distribution
arrangements first, I would like to
acknowledge and thank Hevac and
also Heatequip for their work and
achievement in bringing the
Potterton Myson Brands to the
leading position which they now
enjoy in the Irish market.
"It's very important for me tonight to
assure the market, including
merchants and contractors, that
they can still rely on Hevac and
Heatequip for their supplies, as
these companies will continue to
form an essential part of our
commitment to the Irish market.
"Myson Ireland, which has been
trading for 20 years on an
exclusive merchant only basis, now
becomes Potterton Myson (Irl) Ltd.
Our new distribution strategy will
mean that all Potterton Myson
equipment for the Irish market will
be routed through Potterton Myson
(IrI) Ltd. We in turn will sell
exclusively to the builders
merchants while covering all
aspects of after sales, the latter
being something which we shall be
regarding as of paramount
importance in our target of being
number one in customer care.
"Now this represents major
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Indoor Sales Team - John Martin (seated) with Fiona Finn, Juliana Donegan, Paul
Moore, Graham Hughes and Eileen Colfey.
Outdoor Sales Team - Richard Louth, Regional Sales Manager for the Northeast and
Midlands; Geraldine Penny, Product Manager for New World Gas Cookers; Vincent
Broderick, Regional Sales Manager for the South and East; and Michael Collins,
Regional Sales Manager for the West.
1
J
Training Centre
"Our training centre will conduct a
very comprehensive range of
courses with you, our customers, in
mind. The centre will have
working display models, highly-
trained instructors and a full range
of audio/visual equipment.
"Now I'd like to talk about our new
investment in service and spares.
We have put together a new
service team , both internal and
external. This service team will be
backed by the latest state-of-the art
computer system which will
optimise our response time.
"Ciaran MacDermott, our
Commercial Director who has been
with our company since 1976, will
have special responsibility in our
new organisation for training and
customer care, in addition to his
other duties.
No: one in customer care. We are
modelling our training centre very
much on the lines of our facility in
Leamington and our plan is to be
fully operational on the first of April.
head office; our new training
centre; our full range of customer
care facilities, including spares and
service; and very importantly, a full
and comprehensive range of
Potterton Myson equipment.
"Another part of our investment has
been devoted to a sharper focus on
the very important area of training.
Let me say, I am totally committed
to training because I believe it's
part of our strategy to be Ireland's
£1 Millionl investment
"For example, over £1 million has
been invested, and a lot of that has
gone into our new resources, such
as the new offices. This new
building will incorporate our new
12 BSNews, February 1993
change. Why are we doing it, why
couldn't we have continued that
way we were?
"The world is getting increasingly
competitive, and it has been said
that in todays business world,
'victory will not go to the large, but
to the fleet of foot'. Indeed, that's
why the Potterton and Myson
merger is working - because, we
are introducing new efficiency, new
ideas and new products
everywhere.
"However, to do this we had to
eliminate costly overlap and
wasted effort. It has happened in
the UK, and they're already
benefiting. Now it's happening
here, and I truly believe that we
can all be winners in this new
arrangement because we have a
big and exciting package to offer
you.
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Service Engineers - John Williams and Patrick McGuirke.
"Indeed, I will now hand you over to
Ciaran, who will take you through
the product range.
Ciaran McDermott
"Since the merger, there has been
considerably more emphasis on
the development of new products,
and quality products, as we all
know, are the lifeblood of any
company.
"So, let's now remind ourselves of
some of these products ... both the
long-standing favourites and the
more recent ones which are
increasingly in demand and which
are already meeting the needs of
the future. The boiler is the heart
of any hearing system and our
range includes the following:-
''The Profile - a cast iron fan flued
boiler which proved a worthy
successor to one of the most
Ciaran MacDermott, Commercial
Director.
successful wall hung boilers ever ...
the netaheat. The profile has now
been superseded by the prima, the
product I'll be coming to next, but
it's still available for those who
require an efficient and reliable
fanned boiler for gravity systems;
"The Prima - this is our recently-
introduced range of cast iron
lightweight boilers. You have a
choice of fanned, balanced and
conventional flue models in a wide
range of outputs. These new
boilers are easy to install and
service.
"The Apollo - this is another top-
selling boiler product. Its high-
efficiency fabricated heat
With our commitment to
product superiority -
combined with our
restructured organisation
- I believe we will provide
the best in service,
training and support, with
you our customer in mind
exchanger and its range of flue
options, makes it one of the most
versatile products of its type on the
market.
'The Floorstanding Range - when
it comes to a choice in
floorstanding boilers you can't do
better than the stylish marathon.
This comes in a wide range of
conventional and balanced flue
models. On the other hand,
perhaps you might prefer the
kingfisher range, which is easy to
install and service. It, too, is
available in both conventional and
balanced flue versions.
"There are also LPG models of
both the marathon and kingfisher.
"Back boilers - we are delighted
with the progress made recently in
the back boiler market. The
fireside range takes three stylish
firefronts ... the Fuego, the Jetta,
and the Black Beauty.
"Our next product is the
Housewarmer range - this range
comes with a choice of no less
than seven fire fronts. These fronts
include the legend and the
mainframe. Of course, there are
many more variations to choose
from, and there are also stand-
alone fire models such as the
Sapphire.
"Our next range is water heaters-
there are two significant types,
single-point such as the mitre and
multipoints. There is quite a range
of multipoints, including in
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POTTERTON
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Stores Staff - Alan Kavanagh, Bob Fulham and Derek Boland.
particular the Mersey Super, the
Medway Super and the Thames.
All these products were updated in
1992 to present a more current and
fashionable appearance.
"Finally within the range of boilers,
is the indoor oil-fired velaire
vitesse. The product has been
very popular for years, along with
the economic 90, the boiler house
model.
"Heat Emmitters - many of you
will be familiar with the Premier
Roundtop which is the UK's best-
selling roundtop radiator. In 1992
there was a considerable
investment in radiator plants by
blue circle. This investment
ensured that this product is
delivered with a superior and
durable paint finish. We've also
upgraded the quality standards
allowing us to offer a 5-year
warranty. Then there is the
supaline range of seam-top
radiators ... here you have a choice
of four heights and over 150
different sizes.
"Let's now look at the LST radiator.
This is a distinctive product with the
14 BSNews, February 1993
emphasis on safety. It is becoming
increasingly popular in old peoples'
homes, educational establishment,
children's rooms, nurseries and
areas of that type.
"Fan Convector Range - in recent
years we upgraded both its style
and its technical specification.
These technical modifications now
ensure a much quieter product in
operation. The major success
story in this range is the Kickspace,
kitchen plinth heater which is
growing in popularity.
"And that's not all. You will have to
go a long way to find a better range
of towel warmers. They are
manufactured to the highest quality
standards. The traditional tubular
models are available in chrome,
and several gold finishes. The
multirails we offer can be supplied
in colours to match all currently
manufactured bathroom suites.
"Finally, it would be wrong of us to
forget that there is another product
in the emitters range - Wallstrip 2,
a skirting heating system.
"Next to Pumps and Controls ... our
range is extensive, and includes
domestic circulators which are well
known for their reliability; a full
range of commercial pumps;
electronic programmers and time
switches; room thermostats; and
cylinder thermostats. That is in
addition, of course, to our
extensive range of valves which
includes a wide selection of manual
and thermostatic radiator valves
and the recently-launched range of
zone valves.
Ex-Stock Availability
"In this presentation I have cov
a very extensive range of produc
however, as we all know, you can
have the best range in the world,
but its no good if the products are
not readily available when required.
I am delighted to assure you that
all the products I have talked about
will be available ex stock Dublin.
"Now finally, here is news of a
brand new boiler which we can
offer you from April of this year.
This new product will be called the
Ultra and it is a system boiler.
While not setting out to offer direct
hot water, it does offer all the
components of a system in one
package, other than the hot wa I
tank. This type of boiler is rapidly
becoming more popular, especially
for new house installations.
"In conclusion, I would like to say
that with our commitment to
product superiority - combined
with our restructured organisation
- I believe we will provide the best
in service, training and support,
with you our customer in mind.
Together, we can build on our
already strong foundation to realise
our aim of reinforcing Potterton
Myson Ireland as the No: one in
customer care".
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PRODUCT
ELIMINATING
REFRIGERANT
EMISSIONS
A new compact, mobile, chiller
pressurisation device, Pressurizer
2000, from Carrier, will reduce chiller
service time and the possibility of
refrigerant emissions during
servicing.
Using the Carrier Pressurizer 2000,
Walker Air service mechanics cut
chiller downtime for leak detection by
67% compared to traditional
pressurisation methods. Typical oil
changes take only four hours, claims
the company.
Compact and mobile, Pressurizer
2000 draws water from the
evaporator's chilled water inlet, heats The new Rothenberger Supermatic 2S &4S machines from BSS Ireland Ltd.
it to.a specified and electronically-
Marketed as the ultimate in
lightweight, portable and compact
machines, the range consists of two
models - the 2S and 4S - available
in 110 or 240 volts and featuring
automatic oiling as standard. The
Supertronic 2S is designed to thread,
ream and cut 1/4" - 2" pipes, weighs
only 36 kg and is an ideal one-man
portable threader. A large version,
the Supertronic 4S for threading up
to 4" diameter, weighs 90kg and has
a top speed of 50 rpm for maximum
cost efficiency.
Also new from Rothenberger is the
Supermatic 300 machine, which is
based on he well-established "power
drive" principle. The 300 comes
complete with cutter, reamer and dies
for up to 2" and will drive optional
geared threaders for 4" and/or 6"
work.
Customers wishing to see an on-site
demonstration anywhere throughout
the 26 counties can contact BSS
Dublin or BSS Pulvataft in Cork in
order to confirm the arrangements.
BSS Ireland Ltd are currently running
a special "spring promotion",
featuring each of these new
threaders at "promotional prices".
Details from BSS (Ireland) Ltd, White
Heather Industrial Estate, 301 South
Circular Road, Dublin 8. Tel: 01-
541966; Fax: 01-541017.
Carrier's new compact, mobile, chiller
pressurisation device, Pressurizer
2000. Available from Walker Air
Conditioning.
monitored temperature, then returns
it via the chilled water outlet pipe. As
the heated water circulates through
the closed refrigerant side, it warms
the refrigerant, causing it to flash.
This, in turn, pressurises the chiller.
Details from Walker Air Conditioning
Ltd, Dublin Industrial Estate, Finglas
Road, Dublin 11. Tel: 01-300844;
Fax 01-308578.
NEW LIGHTWEIGHT
THREADERS
Rothenberger, one of Europe's
leading manufacturers of pipe tools
and machinery, has introduced the
new Supertronic generation of pipe
threading machines.
INDEX TO THE CIBSE JOURNAL
A new index to the CIBSE Journal is now available from BSRIA. This is a
PC-based index with easy searching facilities. There is no need to use
key words - the database enables you to search in everyday, natural
language terms. Those elusive articles that are absolutely critical but
difficult to find can now be located in a
matter of seconds.
Summaries of all the main articles
published since 1978 are included on
the disks. Using the disk as an
index turns a back-run collection of
the journal into a responsive library.
Priced at ST£21.15, the index is
available on either 31/2" or 5 1/4"
disks.
Copies from Publication Sales,
The Building Services Research &
Information Association, Old
Bracknell Lane West, Bracknell,
Berks, RG12 7AH.
Tel: 00-44-344-426511
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Employers Advice Line
David Gannon has over 20 years
experience in dealing with employee
relations
matters.
Those
years of
experience
were
gained in
the
Federated
Union of
Employers
(9 years);
Clerys (2
years); and
Switzer Group (11 years). He is now
operating as an independent personnel
consultant in all areas of business. He is
also a serving member of the Employment
Appeals Tribunal.
LAY-OFFS AND
SHORT TIME
The usual lull in business iscompounded this year bythe general economic
climate, unemployment and the
ongoing currency crisis. Without
a buoyancy in sales, employers
are forced to maintain a severely-
critical eye on all operating costs.
While all costs should be
scrutinised, it is inevitable that
the payroll would attract the
greatest attention, given that it
accounts for something in the
region of 50% of total costs. Lay-
offs, and short time are often
mentioned in connection with the
reduction in payroll costs.
There are two legal
considerations which affect lay-
offs and short time - the
contract of employment and the
Redundancy Payments Act.
1967.
Contract of Employment
Lay-offs and short time arise in
circumstances where an
employer is unable to provide the
work for which the employee was
employed, either totally and thus
16 BSNews. February 1992
leading to lay-off, or in part and
thus leading to short time.
Unless it is provided for in the
contract of employment (terms of
employment), either explicitly or
implicitly, an employee may be at
liberty to consider lay-off or short
time as a repudiation of the
contract of employment by the
employer, i.e., a dismissal.
In such circumstances the
employer could be open to a
claim for redundancy payment or,
more seriously, unfair dismissal
arising from unfair selection for
redundancy if the lay-off or short
time arrangements are not
applied across the board.
The explicit inclusion of lay-off or
short time in a contract is self-
explanatory - there will be a
clear statement to the effect that
an employee may be laid off or
placed on short time. The
implicit inclusion is a more
difficult matter. If there was a
pattern of lay-offs or short time
working, it could be argued that it
was an implied condition clear to
all. However, if there was no
pattern or history of lay-off or
short time, then it could prove
difficult to rely on the argument
that it was part of the contract
simply because it was general in
industry or well-known in some
general way.
If the contract of employment -
i.e., either the legally-required
written terms of employment or
legally-inadequate verbal terms
of employment - make no
reference to lay-off or short time,
then the employer should take
immediate steps to rectify the
situation by advising each
employee that he may be laid off
or placed on short time should
the circumstances of the
business demand such action.
Lay-off
A lay-off is a cessation of work
where the employer is unable to
provide the work for which the
employee was employed and (a)
it is reasonable for the employer
to believe that the cessation of
employment will not be
permanent, and (b) he gives
notice to that effect to the
employee prior to the cessation.
Short time
Short time arises where there is
a diminution by the employer in
the work for which the employee
was employed and the
employee's remuneration for any
week is less than one-half of his
normal weekly remuneration.
Redundancy
In the following circumstances an
employee is entitled to claim
redundancy when he has been
laid off or placed on short time -
(a) if the lay-off or short time lasts
for four or more weeks; (b) if the
employee has been laid off or on
short time for six or more weeks,
of which three weeks have been
consecutive, within a period of 13
weeks.
An employee who intends to
claim redundancy must make his
claim in writing to his employer
following the completion of the
above periods. In these
situations notice of termination by
an employee is deemed to be a
notice to claim redundancy.
However, the employee will not
be entitled to redundancy if, at
the time he serves his claim for
redundancy or submits notice of
his termination, it is reasonable
to expect that he would enter a
period of employment of not less
than 13 weeks (without lay-off or
short time) within four weeks of
that date and is so notified by his
employer within seven days.
Conclusion
The Redundancy Payments Acts
set out the regulatory
considerations regarding lay-off
and short time. The contract of
employment establishes the right
of the employer to effect a lay-off
or short time working. Employers
should ensure that their contracts
of employment allow for lay-off
and short time working; if not,
steps should be taken to amend
this situation as soon as is
practical.
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Condensing boilers are recognised as high performers but expensive.
Not any more!
BERKELEY CONDENSING
PACKS literally take away
your design and installation
problems, and at prices well
wi~hin your budget.
Simply select the capacity
you require and we'll do the
rest - saving you time and
oney. Whatever your
eeds - ready-made or cus-
tom-designed - each pack
comes fully equipped, with
water and flue headers
including pumps.
Prefabricated and ready for
installation on site, condensing
packs are available in 2- or 3-boil-
er formats with output ranging
from 94kW to 461 kW; and the
non-condensing units' output
range from 88kW to 441 kW.
If your project demands hot
water, add on our high volume,
high performance
RCalorifier.
ro complete the whole system-
the BEESTON EM boiler house
energy manager - a microproces-
sor based system which optimises,
compensates and operates all
boiler house equipment automat-
ically, without the neccessity of
additional relays.
Take a closer look at the BEESTON
BERKELEY CONDENSING PACKS and
be amazed at how advanta-
geous they can be.
*
*
PACK OPTIONS:
1. Domestic hot water supply through the BEESTON HR, high
recovery calorifier utilising the fuel output of one boiler to
give maximum energy savings.
2. Sequencing control with timer options.
3. Boiler house and energy managerment with BEESTON EM
microprocessor based system. Sequences, optimises,
compensates, operates all boiler house equipment with
data captive options.
cURO GAS lTD.
1 DUNCAIRN PLACE, BRAY, CO. WICKLOW.
Tel: 01-2868244. Fax: 01-286 1729.
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BSNetIVs Special Report
HOW GREEN IS
YOUR BOILER?
really required, small quantities
of nitrogen and any excess
oxygen not used for combustion
combine to produce oxides of
nitrogen - NO and N02 - or
what is commonly called NOx '
just one more destructive gas we
want to reduce along with the
greenhouse gas, C02 - and it is
worth noting that highly
efficient condensing boilers will
aid this objective.
Reducing NOx
Using power gas or premix
burners will help to reduce NOx;
however, the capital cost and
ongoing maintenance cost for
the electromechanical
components associated with
these products and noise levels
tend to limit their use.
A fairly universal approach to
Ox reduction has taken place
in the EC by fitting to gas
burners heat absorbing Kanthal
rods to reduce the flame
temperature above the rods
where heat transfer to water
occurs.
This does not reduce the volume
of excess air, but does reduce
the formation of Ox in the
cooler combustion process.
Substantial reductions can be
made by this process.
However, it may have the effect
of reducing the output of the
boiler, since the cooler flame
increases CO, which then is
limited by the combustion over-
load tests, and finally may lead
to a down rating of the boiler.
This in turn ha a cost
implication, since to achieve a
given output, the heat exchanger
surface must be increased,
thereby increasing the price of
the boiler.
WhatisNOx
The air which we breathe and
which is available for
combustion with natural gas is
composed of 80% nitrogen.
When we fire a boiler,
particularly an atmospheric
burner type, a vast quantity of
excess air is used in the
combustion process.
Since the oxygen is what is
mileage in creating new
National Standards as was
proposed recently by one boiler
importer. I believe that all
manufacturers have a clear duty
to their customers, end users
and particularly the
environment, to state clearly and
in simple, but scientifically
concise terms, the information
necessary to make value
judgments on product choice.
Mel Stewardson,
Commercial
Director of the
Beeston Heating
Group, examines
the burning issue
of low NOx
technology and
asks the question,
just how clean
and green are
today's boilers?
With the development of
European Standards going apace
on mo t fronts, there is no
18 BSNews, February 1992
I should first make it clearthat I am not a scientist but amarket observer and
participant who is trying hard to
inject some rationale into the
varying claims made by many
manufacturers - mainly from the
EC - where legislation on
emissions and efficiencies gave
them the impetus to take action.
In this recession-bound
environment, it is particularly
difficult for manufacturers to
differentiate their product from
the competitors, and many
claims for 'better this' or 'up to
X% reduction in NOx and C02'
may be based on such differing
standards that the information
can be misleading and in some
instances, spurious.
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250mglkWh with a
scale of perhaps four
to five grades
awarded progress-
ively to lower
emissions boilers.
So there you have it - a non -
technical commentary on a
burning issue. The basic rule of
'caveat emptor' regrettably still
applies. So don't be taken in by
the blandishments of 'Iow or
lower NOx '. Demand the
absolute figures as well as
reliable third party confirmation
of such claims, or a site reading
with a calibrated instrument
from a similar site.
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I expect there will be
a continuing debate
on just how low an
emission level can be achieved
before the capital cost of the
boiler inhibits further
improvements, or the sheer
pressure to clean up our
environment dismisses many
existing combustion processes.
Continuing Debate
The most recent EC information
we have on likely NOx
measurements in a
maximum of
permissible emissions. On
boiler efficiency they have
already adopted a star rating of
boilers and each additional
grade of improvement in
efficiency is awarded a further
tar - eg our Beeston Berkeley
condensing boilers which
operate at 91 %efficiency (GVC
method 101 % NCV) at 45°C
return temperatures would gain
two stars. A conventional
Berkeley operating at 80%
efficiency (GVC method 88.8%
NCV) would gain one star.
It may well be that following
the Efficiency Directive, the EC
will declare maximum
EC Standards
It is important that we all quote
on a 'level playing field' basis
so that consultants/specifiers
can make sensible choices.
and at 2.2% C02 in the
secondary flue.
This translated to an absolute
result at 85mglkWh - a
creditable result when you
consider the average emission is
over 300mglkWh on most of
today's generation of
atmospheric gas boilers.
The preferred unit to parts per
million (ppm) is mglkWh since
it can easily be totalled in mgs
emitted per installation, and is
independent of the dryness of
air in the measured sample.
I quote a recent (November 92)
example of measurement made
by Beeston on an atmospheric
gas boiler fitted in an East
Midlands hospital where 9ppm,
was measured at full rate, wet
This then leaves the only minor
variable - the different natural
gas mixtures regionally or
nationally which may affect the
absolute figure, and, of course, a
tolerance to allow for differing
instruments.
I expect there will be a continuing
debate on just how low an emission
level can be achieved before the
capital cost of the boiler inhibits
further improvements, or the sheer
pressure to clean up our environment
dismisses many of our existing
combustion processes.
The CIBSE
Applications
Manual on condensing boilers
give both measured results and
a computer model to tailor the
system to it geographical
location using degree day data.
From this, the seasonal
efficiency may be calculated
and Ox stated.
In my opinion, and in the
absence of an agreed standard
method of measurement, there
can only be one method. NOx
should be mea ured in the
strictest of scientific terms ie
mglkWh, which is already dry,
air-free (0% oxygen), at a
relative humidity of 60% or
above, in a hot boiler running at
rated output.
Only One Method of
Measurement
My knowledge of
consultants tells me
that it is they who
wish to calculate the
seasonal efficiency
of the systems they
have designed, and
a notional figure is
not what they need.
Measuring NOx
What many people do not
appreciate is the variation
throughout Europe on the
mea urement of Ox' A an
example, we believe that in
Germany the mea urement
given a the Ox emission for
a particular boiler of a particular
output is taken at only 65% of
rated output. It is said that this
accounts for the seasonal
efficiency of the boiler since it
does not run at rated output the
whole season.
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ADVANCE SALES LEADS
Newmarket Information, the Dun Laoghaire-
based construction information company,
provides advance information on new
construction projects nationwide -- all
potential leads for contractors, sub-
contractors and suppliers. The company
publishes information in the weekly CIS
report which provides full project details,
contact names, addresses and telephone
numbers, design team details and tendering
and construction schedules. The following
listing is provided by CIS Report and gives a
brief description of the types of projects
covered. To obtain information on the
service phone 01 - 2809476/2809557.
Kerry:
Meat processors, Tralee Beef and
Lamb Ltd. have sought planning
permission to construct a beef,
lamb and pig primary and
secondary processing facilitie
with offices, amenities, a water
·torage tank and make connections
to the existing public services at
Monavalley Industrial Estate,
Tralee, County Kerry. The single-
storey building, measuring 2,490
sq m including 2-storey offices to
the front, will be built in a precast
concrete frame. Construction
work, costing £850,000, will start
in March.
Sligo:
Abbott Ireland Manufacturing
Organisation has sought planning
permi sion for the use of the
existing advance factory no: II at
Finisklin in Sligo for the repair and
manufacture of electronic pumps,
for the erection of a company sign
and for building alterations and
additions. The existing building
measures 3,619 sq m.
Louth:
Brewers, Harp Ireland Ltd has
sought planning permission for the
erection of a 612 sq mextension at
the existing brewery at Carrick
Road, Dundalk, County Louth.
Construction of the £500,000
building will start in April or May
20 BSNews, February 1992
and will take six to nine months to
complete.
Wexford:
ew Ross Enterprise Centre
Committee has sought planning
permission to erect an enterprise
centre incorporating 12 workshop
units. canteen facilities. toilets.
offices and car-parking at
Butlersland, New Ross, County
Wexford. The single storey
building, measuring 861 sq m
divided into 12 workshop units,
will be built in a concrete frame.
Construction work, costing
between £200,000 and £250,000
will take four months to complete.
Slaney Cooked Meats, meat
processors have sought planning
permission for the replacement of a
fire damaged meat processing plant
at Ryland, Bunclody. Co. Wexford.
The single-storey building,
measuring 5,788 sq mwill be built
in steel or concrete on the
company's 5,775 hectare site. The
new building will comprise
coldrooms to the manufacturing
area. Construction work is
expected to start in late February
and the contract will take six
months to complete.
Mayo:
Builders, Morris Brothers Ltd,
started work on II January on the
construction of a chicken
processing hall, together will all
anci lIary site works and services, at
Erriss, Ballyhaunis, Co Mayo for
Western Brand Chickens. Sub-
contractors are currently under
consideration for the refrigeration,
refrigeration panels, mechanical
and electrical work. Construction
work, costlOg £300,000 will take
four to five months to complete.
The single-storey building
measuring 515.75 sq mwill be
built in a steel frame on a 1,238
acre site.
Westmeath:
The Bloomfield House Hotel is
currently seeking planning
permission to erect a new entrance
port, lounge, restaurant,
kitchenette, wine store and a
conference centre at their existing
hotel at Belvedere, Mullingar, Co
Westmeath. The development will
measure a total of 1,285 sq m.
Galway:
Building Contractors, Peadar
Monaghan and Sons Ltd have
begun work on the refurbishment
programme for the Great Southern
Hotel at Eyre Square, Galway.
The hotel plans to refurbish its
bedroom block and its lobby and
restaurant area in two separate
projects to be carried out during
January and February. Other
smaller jobs will include the
revamping of the ballroom. Work
commenced on the Foyer. which
will cost £140,000 and the entire
refurbishment programme i
expected to be complete by 26th
February. Work on the £750,000
project will be carried out in a
single phase.
Dublin:
Pierse Contracting are set to be
awarded the contract to con truct a
multi-storey car park, offices and
shops on the site of the former
Moira Hotel, off Dame Street,
Dublin 2 for developers Ellidge
Investments Ltd. The
development, including the
purchase price of the site, will cost
around £3 million. The building
will have 17\ car park spaces, 300
sq mof shopping space and \50 sq
mof offices. The site is bounded
by Trinity Street, Dame Lane and
St Andrews's Lane and is currently
used as a surface car park. The
new 4-storey building will be the
same height as adjoining buildings.
There will be car parking at 12
levels. The 1,000 sq msite was
purchased from developers and
builders Flynn and O'Flaherty.
Construction work will take 8
months to complete.
Martin aughton, boss of Glen
Dimplex. together with Lochlann
Quinn, have lodged plans to
develop a £15 million hotel and
apartment development opposite
Dail Eireann. The plans involve
conservation and conversion of 21-
24 Upper Merrion Street, together
with lands to the rear bounded by
Fitzwilliam Lane and Baggot Rath
Place, Dublin 2 to provide a 157
bedroom hotel 40 of which will
have bedroom and sittingroo
suites, 18 two-bedroom
apartments, an underground
ninety-one space car park, a
courtyard garden and ancillary
accommodation. The development
will be 5-storeys over ground floor
level.
According to Lochlann Quinn the
works will be carried out in a
single phase and will take 18
months to two years to complete.
The project is set to go ahead
immediately full planning
permission building bye-law
approval, fire control regulations
etc have been approved.
Duggan Brothers (Contractors) Ltd
started work on 4 January on the
con truction of a 3-storey
administration block and
associated car-parking/site works
to replace the existing temporary
offices at Whitehall Road,
Rathfamharn, Dublin 14 for HB
Ice Cream. The 1,471 q munit,
co ting £1.5 million, will take eight
months to complete.
US software manufacturing
company, Computer Associates,
have taken over the Irish firm
Glockenspiel which is based at
Dominic Street, Dublin and the
company plans to set up a
worldwide manufacturing
operation there. Computer
Associates is understood to be
involved in talks with the lOA and
it is reported that over 108 new
job could be created.
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PUMPS AND
CIRCULATORS
/
Grundfos -
Only The Best
Is Good Enough
When the demand for heating rises, the
BSNews, February 1993 21
The new UPE Series 2000 circulator
pumps represent a new generation of
pump with built-in electronic control
which, so to speak, makes the pump
"intelligent".
In recent years, Grundfos has helped
olve the problem by developing a special
pump for sampling ground water and
thereby improving monitoring. This
range of pumps is called MP 1.
Latest introduction from Grundfos is the
new series 2000 range. Designed for
large heating systems in office building,
institutions, high-rise buildings etc., the
new pump eries leads the way towards
energy savings of up to 40% and, at the
same time, eliminates noise in pipes and
radiators.
Grundfos also helps fulfil one of the most
basic requirements of allwater. The
company develops, produces and sells a
wide range of submersible pumps for
municipal and private water supply, as
well as watering and irrigation systems
for fields, greenhouses, etc.
Additionally, Grundfos has responded to
the worldwide "green" development. The
enormous environmental threat to ground
water all over the world demands action.
Professional monitoring of ground water
is one of the prerequisites of corrective
measure.
Industry's needs for pumps and pumping
ystems are diverse. The Grundfos range
of product covers many of these needs.
The company offer pumps for liquid
tran fer, wash-down and cleaning, boiler
feed, filtration of water, etc.
Grundfos's main aim i to be known for
outstanding quality. Products must live
up to the highest possible market
standards. Reliability and long useful
lifetime are demand that must be met.
Customers' choice of Grundfo for
homes, factories, offices and other
buildings in which central heating
systems are installed or renovated, has
made them the world's largest
manufacturer of circulator pump . In the
financial year 1991/92. Grundfos
As the diagram above shows, the new Series 2000 from Grundfos allows for far
simpler installation (left) compared with the present more established manner (right).
developed technology. Not technology manufactured and supplied about five
for its own sake, but technology which million circulators, all in the familiar red
aims to satisfy customers' current and finish but in a wide variety of type
future needs for optimal pumping variant.
solutions.
An example from the extensive Grundfos range.
Customers around the world know
Grundfos for different types of pumps. A
plumber in Ireland may think of Grundfos
mainly as a manufacturer of circulator
pumps for heating. An engineer in
France might know Grundfos as a maker
of pumps for use in industrial processes.
A well-driller in Australia will associate
Grundfos with submersible pumps, while
an environmental consultant in the USA
will associate Grundfos with
environmental pumps. Such is the
reputation and diversity of the range. The
Grundfos Group's main objective is to
supply the best pump for the job in hand.
Since the start of the company in 1945, it
has been a company policy that their
pumps must set standards in the market.
The Grundfos product development
policy also stipulates that new pumps
must incorporate the most recently
. - - - - --
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At Myson. the key word in the design and
production of domestic circulators.
commercial and industrial pump ranges is
quality ... as it has been for the past half a
century. The word quality not only refers
to the standard of the products but also,
and equally importantly, to the level of
service provided to the building services
market and its needs.
As one of the world's domestic, leading
commercial and industrial pump
manufacturer, the company has invested
heavily in both facilities and skills to
ensure that every unit which leaves the
various factories has the pedigree of the
SMC range stamped throughout.
From the initial design concept a team of
development specialists work closely with
the industry itself. Improved performance
and installation, reliability and ease of
maintenance are constant goals so that.
once specified and installed. the SMC
pump will work on tirelessly. year in,
year out, giving total peace of mind.
Ongoing research and development of
new ideas and ranges is also a key area on
which the company prides itself. With
the ever-increasing demand made from
the uprated, sophisticated systems being
designed for the installations of
tomorrow, the forward evolution of the
ranges is a critical factor in ensuring the
highest quality support to the building
Myson SMC-
The One You
Can Trust
In addition to the advantages already
listed, the UPE Series 2000 pump can be
connected to a centrally-located building
management system, facilitating remote
control and monitoring of up to eight
UPE Series 2000 pumps via a common
data transmission system. For this
purpose. Grundfos has developed the
Pump Management System 2000.
These facilities justify calling the
Grundfos UPE Series 2000 pump the
pump of the future for the people of today
who are not content with having "water
circulated in the heating system" but who
want a well-functioning heating system
providing sound economy and comfort.
Detai Is from Grundfos (Ireland) Ltd,
Unit 34, Stillorgan Industrial Park,
Blackrock, Co Dublin. Tel: 01-954926;
Fax: 01-954739.
be illustrated like this - Throughout one
whole heating season the circulator pump
will statistically be in operation 10 days at
100% flow, 140 days at 50% flow and 80
days at 30o/c flow. For the rest of the
year, ie during the summer months, the
pump will not be in operation.
During that year an uncontrolled pump
would consume 2,525 kWh, whereas a
UPE Series 2000 pump will consume
only 1,513 kWho In other words, the
consumer will save approx. 1,000 kWh -
or the equivalent of 40% per year by
changing to a UPE Series 2000 pump.
Energy savings on that scale mean that
the investment in a UPE Series 2000
pump will be recovered in a couple of
years.
The example above does not even include
the energy savings earned via the reduced
night-time-duty function of the UPE
Series 2000 pump. Reduced night-time
duty means that, during the night, the
pump automatically switches to a pre-set
low performance curve which results in
even better economy.
On top of thi power saving, the UPE
Series 2000 pumps also give savings on
the heating bill. The reason is that the
constant pre sure adjustment of a UPE
pump will give the thermostatic valves
optimum working conditions enabling
them to keep room temperature more
constant.
thermostatic valves automatically open,
resulting in an increase in the demand for
heating water. This is registered by the
built-in electronic controller which
automatically steps up the performance of
the pump.
In traditional heating systems, a drop in
the heating demand - and accordingly in
the required quantity of heating water-
will lead to a rise in the pressure. A
pressure rise will especially affect the
thermostatic valves. This is unfortunate
as it will result in noise in the valves,
poor controlling characteristics and risk
of pressure fluctuations in the system.
The Grundfo UPE Series 2000 pumps
allow for these problems by automatically
adjusting pump performance. The UPE
Series 2000 pumps can be pre-set to a
required performance by setting a
constant pressure. Thus the pres ure will
be kept constant, even when the heating
demand falls. The re ult is optimum
pressure conditions and a silent heating
system.
The intelligent controller gives the user
considerable energy savings which can
PRODUCT REVIEW
PUMPS AND
CIRCULATORS
Myson SMC-SD range of 2 and 3-speed domestic circulator pumps ... from Potterton
Myson.
22 BSNews, February 1993
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PUMPS AND
CIRCULATORS
services' market. From design to
production, the quality factor remains
paramount.
Within each factory complex,
manufacturing disciplines have been
implemented to check and recheck the
production of pumps at all stages of
manufacture.
Specialist technical engineers are also on
hand to provide expert advice on all
aspects of system design, pecification
and installation. Through consultation,
sales engineers can assist in maximising
the efficiency of the installation under
development, tailoring the pump network
precisely to the system's demands.
The full extent of the Potterton Myson
support facilities are a detailed on page
II through to 14 while a brief synopsis of
the product range is as follows:-
Domestic circulators - Myson SMC-SD
range; Light commercial- Myson SMC
"SE" range; Commercial - Myson SMC
"SF" range; Industrial - Myson "SO"
range; Secondary water systems -
Myson SMC "SE" bronze range.
Full details from Potterton Myson (lrl)
Ltd, Parkmore Industrial Estate, Longmile
Road, Dublin 12. Tel: 01-509075; Fax:
01-553629.
Holfeld Pumps
The Complete
Building
Services Pump
Package
Over the years Holfeld Pumps have
established themselves a one of the
foremost fluid handling specialists in
Ireland.
With the well established Orundfo
circulator pumps and Holpak booster et
package, Holfeld Pumps now offer a
comprehensive pump package to the
building services market. Todays
specifications and standards demand a
more professional approach when
Myson SMC "SG" Industrial Range ...
from Potterton Myson.
meeting the clients needs. A much
greater emphasis is now placed on quality
in line with IS9000 standards. Not only is
the quality of the product itself important,
but all that supplying a contract entails,
such as meeting due delivery dates,
commissioning on site, after-sales service
and on going client/contractor technical
support are equally so. The ability to
provide solid back-up service is a very
important factor for winning business.
Holfeld Pumps have always prided
themselves on providing such a service.
With a quality product range and full
back-up to the customer, we continue to
be committed to this concept.
Holfeld Pump have extended their range
Talk to Holfeld
Representatives, assemblers, agents, system designers,
installers and service contractors for HOLFELD PUMPS
and allied pumping equipment. Agriculture, chemical,
heating and ventilating, industrial, irrigation and sewage
applications supplied. One source supply for all pumping
requirements. Level control systems and heat exchangers
provided. Fluid handling specialists.
2-4 Merville R'oad, Stillorgan, Dublin.
Telephone (24 hours) 01-288 7361
Telefax 01-288 7380
One source for all your pumps
HOLFELD \...D
PUMPS rFI
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Holpack custom-built packaged variable speed booster system.
The new pump, Piranha 17. has a
stainless steel motorhousing which is
unique to this range. This has resulted in
a lighter and more cost-effective pump
than the original cast iron version but
incorporating the attributes of the
original.
The Piranha 17 contains all the unique
features of the Piranha range. Its usages
include sewage removal from living units
and houses in scattered settlement where
the laying of a conventional sewer would
be too expensive, where large ground
undulations are present, or where it is only
possible to lay pipe lines of small diameter.
With tringent regulations in force within
the food processing industry, this new
Piranha 17 pump is a most uitable pump
to carry out these regulatory functions.
This is also applicable in abbattoirs, paper
factories, agriculture and similar area.
ABS Pumps Lld is a recent recipient of
the ISO 9002 Quality Certificate.
ABS will be showing this new Piranha 17
pump at the forthcoming Waste & Water
Management Exhibition in April.
For details contact: ABS Pumps Ltd.,
Clonard Road, Wexford. Tel: 053-43200;
Fax: 053-46006.
successful Piranha range.
ABS, with the Piranha submersible pump
were early leaders in the development of
shredding systems. This technical
development opened the way to the
pumping of the sewage in pres urised
line of small pipe diameters. Piranha
pumps have been in use for years
throughout the world in the toughest
conditions.
AB5 - 1509002
Quality Approved
ABS Pumps Lld, Wexford, the large t
manufacturer of submersible pumps and
accessories in Ireland, have developed a
new pump to complement its already
applications. These Swedi h made plate
heat exchangers cover a vast range of
applications and izes, and are available
in various materials. Holfeld Pumps now
offer this range which is complimentary
to the existing fluid handling product
portfolio.
Together with the Grundfos range of
pump including UPC/UPTfLP single and
twin head heating and chilled water
circulators, CR vertical multistage cold
water and boiler feed pres ure boo ter
pumps, NP end-suction general services
pumps etc., Holfeld Pump can offer a
complete and up to date pump package to
the building services industry.
Plant selection and design can be the
difference between a good and a bad
installation. When offering a design or
selection, it is Holfeld Pumps policy to
work clo ely with the design engineer and
contractor to insure that the right pump
package is selected for the job. With over
forty years experience in the pump
business, and an extensive pump and fluid
handling product range, Holfeld Pumps
offer - quite simply: "Your complete
building services pump package".
For details contact: Frank NugentlDick
Rainsford, Tel: 01-2887361; Fax: 01-
2887380.
Holpack twin pump pressurisation
units for heating/chilled water systems.
PUMPS AND
CIRCULATORS
of Holpak Packaged Pump sets to include
HYS-CR variable speed water boo ter
sets. They are cu tom built in Stillorgan
and are designed to meet exact customer
requirements where variable flow rate at
constant pre sure is absolutely critical,
either for a specific proces or water
supply to a hospital or hotel etc. They
have been developed with the generous
as istance of the consulting engineering
profession who's interest and
commitment has been very important. An
impressive li t of end users include
Trinity college, Dublin, Castletroy Hotel
Limerick, Desmond Creations Limited
Limerick, Lissadel Towels Limited
County Louth.
The Holpak range also include fully
automatic Holpak twin pump heating and
PRODUCT REVIEW
chilled water pressurisation units, and an
extended range of expansion vessels up to
10,000 litres in capacity and 10 bar
working pressure. The Holpak fixed
speed cold water booster set and the
Holpak HFR fire hosereel et to BS5306
and FOC regulations now include up to
date controls, including the facility to
interface with building automation system
for remote system monitoring and/or total
control.
Holfeld Pumps have recently been
appointed distributor for ReHeat Ultra
Flex brazed and gasketed plate heat
exchangers for both HYAC and process
24 BSNews, February 1993
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MANOTHERM
LIMITED
THE CONTROL CENTRES
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INSTRUMENTS
A family of accurate and
reliable controllers and
indicators suitable for most
process applications.
Fully configurable via
front panel for
thermocouple, RTD or
linear inputs and where
applicable relay, SSR or
linear outputs and alarms.
West Thermocouples
and RTD's for all
temperature measurement
applications. Standard
types are available or
we can manufacture to
your drawing or
sample supplied.
MANOTHERM
LIMITED
THE CONTROL CENTRES
4 WALKINSTOWN ROAD, DUBLIN 12.
Tel: 01-522355/522229. Telex: 93388 Fax: 516919.
KNOCKBRACKEN PARK, BELFAST BT6 OHL.
Tel: 0232-491966. Telex: 93388
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